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Fabric Requirements

For this quilt, we need three fabrics. It is designed with the light as the background. The 
medium and dark are the “pop” colours. Since you know what this looks like, you can choose 
your colours as you wish. You can even swap and have a dark background and light chains if 
you wish, this would be very dramatic and more manly than a light background.

Also, you can replace the pinwheel star for any star you wish, even heaps of different stars. I 
will include measurements for the pinwheel star in the requirements. If you are going scrappy 
(this is a great scrap buster) you will need to make sure you can make at least one star with 
your scraps. I will also include different star measurements in the actual instructions so you 
will have those cutting instructions for this size block. The final size is up to you, but the 
requirements are for a twin size ~60” x 84” before border with a dark binding included. If you 
want to make it larger, you will need more chains and stars…easy. I will be using this as a 
stash buster, in between other projects I have going…maybe a leader and ender project.

Here’s what we need for a TWIN size:

Since mine is a scrap buster and I will be doing it 
in between other projects, I am including a pic of 
the “computer generated” finish for you. 
BACKGROUND: white, MEDIUM: blue, DARK: 
brown.

For these stars, you won’t need any special tools. 
However if you would like to use different stars, 
you may need a tri-recs tool, wing clipper (flying 
geese tool), or HST tools.

60” x 84”

BACKGROUND 2-1/2 yards

MEDIUM 1-1/2 yards

DARK 2-1/4 yards
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